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Answer: B
QUESTION: 89
View the illustration by clicking here: Which of the following errors are present in the artifact
state illustration? (Select all that apply.)
A. FEAT19 does not trace to a use case.
B. There is an unwanted functionality.
C. There is scope creep.
D. The test cases are incomplete.
E. TST3 indirectly traces to FEAT27.
Answer: B, C, D
QUESTION: 90
What are the FURPS requirement categories?
A. Functionality, Usability, Reliability, Performance, Supportability
B. Functionality, Understandability, Reliability, Performance, Scalability
C. Features, Usability, Recoverability, Performance, Supportability
D. Features, Usability, Recoverability, Performance, Serviceability
Answer: A
QUESTION: 91
What often happens to a software requirement when ambiguity is reduced?
A. Requirement is easier to read
B. Glossary requires fewer definitions
C. Requirement is harder to read
D. Glossary requires more definitions
Answer: C
QUESTION: 92
Where are constraints such as design constraints, external constraints and other dependencies
documented?
A. Design Specifications
B. Vision Statement
C. Use-Case Model Survey
D. Software Requirements Specifications
Answer: B
QUESTION: 93
Why should the Withdraw Cash use case be implemented in the first iteration of an automatic
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teller machine? (Select all that apply.)
A. Includes the architecturally significant interfaces
B. Easy to implement
C. Is the system's principle purpose
D. Important to the customer
Answer: A, C, D
QUESTION: 94
What information can be used to manage project scope?
A. Supplementary requirements
B. Limiting the number of subflows in each use case
C. Requirement attributes and their values
D. Relationships between actors and use cases
Answer: C
QUESTION: 95
In a "suspect traceability link," what characterizes the link between the two requirements?
A. Either requirement has changed.
B. The requirements traced from has changed.
C. The requirements traced to has changed.
D. Either requirement is unstable.
Answer: A
QUESTION: 96
What does it mean to "baseline requirements"?
A. Agree on the delivery schedule of software
B. Document the order that the customer's requirements will be implemented in the next
iteration or release
C. Identify a set of requirements that can only be changed through a formal process
D. Agree on the implementation order of the requirements in the next release
E. Documenting the customer priorities for requirements in the next iteration or release.
Answer: C
QUESTION: 97
Which of the following are benefits of using attributes to manage requirements? (Select all that
apply.)
A. Reduce the ambiguity of the requirements
B. Obtain status information about the requirements
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C. Enforce keywords such as "shall" and "must" in the requirement text
D. Assign resources to requirements
Answer: B, D
QUESTION: 98
Which support characteristics are necessary in an effective process to facilitate managing
project scope? (Select all that apply.)
A. Effective requirements management
B. Iterative development process
C. Requirements repository
D. Automated testing tools
Answer: A, B, C
QUESTION: 99
What term is defined as "the continuing modification and addition of requirements, so that the
requirements never stabilize"?
A. Scope of requirements
B. Scope baseline
C. Scope creep
D. Scope attribute
Answer: C
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